**Align with top right corner of p. 1 of PD Form 10**

### 190 Road Surface
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Concrete**: 01
- **Gravel**: 02
- **Asphalt**: 03

### 191 Road Condition
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Repairing**: 01
- **Standing Water**: 04
- **Rain**: 05
- **Snow**: 06
- **Sand, Mud, Oil or Gravel**: 08

### 192 Road Condition
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Dry**: 01
- **Dirt**: 05
- **Mud**: 08

### 193 Street Lighting
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Street Lights On**: 03
- **Street Lights Off**: 05

### 194 Light Condition
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Dark (Lighted)**: 03
- **Dark (Not Lighted)**: 02
- **Dusk**: 06

### 195 Weather
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Fog/Mist**: 01
- **Sleet/Hail**: 04
- **Rain**: 05
- **Severe Crosswind**: 02
- **Snow**: 06
- **Clear/No adverse conditions**: 07

### 196 Traffic Condition
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Asphalt**: 01
- **Dirt**: 05
- **Gravel**: 04
- **Brick**: 03
- **Snow**: 06
- **Ice**: 07
- **Other**: 09

### 197 Roadway Type
- **Unknown**: 00
- **One-Way, Not Divided**: 04
- **Two-Way, Not Divided**: 02
- **Two-Way, Divided, Protected Median**: 03
- **Two-Way, Divided, Unprotected Median**: 05
- **Other**: 07

### 198 Traffic Controls
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Yield**: 03
- **Stop Sign**: 04
- **Restricted Turn**: 07
- **Other**: 09

### 199 Pedestrian Action
- **Unknown**: 00
- **In Crosswalk**: 03
- **Not in Crosswalk**: 05
- **No Signal**: 04
- **One-Way, Not Divided**: 00
- **Two-Way, Divided**: 01
- **Positive Median Barrier**: 03
- **Other**: 09

### 200a-p Sequence of Vehicle Events (Record no more than 4 per vehicle and describe each in narrative)
- **Unknown**: 00
- **Non-Collision**: 01
  - **Rain Off Road**: 02
  - **Jackknife**: 03
- **Collision**: 04
  - **Overturn (Rollover)**: 03
  - **Downhill Runaway**: 04
  - **Crossover Loss or Shift**: 05
  - **Explosion or Fire**: 06
  - **Separation of Units**: 07
  - **Cross Median/Centerline**: 08
  - **Equipped Failure (In, etc.)**: 09
  - **Other**: 10
- **Non-Collision**: 11
  - **Other**: 12
  - **Pedestrian**: 13
  - **Vehicle**: 14
- **Other**: 15

### 201 Seat Location Code (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
- **Driver**: 01
  - **Rear Left Seat (Behind driver)**: 04
  - **SUV/Caravan**: 07
  - **Motorcycle**: 08
  - **Bicycle**: 11
  - **Rear Car Seat**: 05
  - **Rear Right Seat**: 09
  - **Bicycle Rider**
  - **Bus/Caravan**
- **Passenger**: 03
  - **Right Rear Seat**: 06
  - **Other**: 97

### 202 Seat Belt/Safety Code (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
- **Use Unknown**: 00
  - **Belt Failed**: 03
  - **Improperly Worn**: 06
  - **Not Installed**: 01
  - **Fastened**: 04
  - **Helmet**: 07
- **Other**: 97

### 203 Air Bag Code (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
- **Unknown**: 00
  - **Air Bag Failed**: 03
  - **Side-Impact Airbags**: 01
  - **Air Bag Deployed**: 02
  - **N/A**: 97

### 204 Ejection Code (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
- **Unknown**: 00
  - **None**: 03
  - **Partial**: 01
  - **Total**: 04
  - **N/A**: 97
285 Injury Code (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
00 Unknown 03 Disabling Injury 97 N/A
01 No Injury 04 Non-Disabling Injury 99 Other
02 Fatal 05 Complaint of Pain, But No Visible Injury

286d Driver/Pedestrian Condition (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
00 Unknown 03 Physical defect 99 Other
01 Fatigued 04 Asleep
02 Drunk 05 Normal

287a Injury Code
00 Fatality 03 Other

287b Impairment (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
00 Impairment Unknown 03 Physically disabled
01 Had not been drinking 02 Drunk
03 Intoxicated 04 Drunken
05 Intoxicated 06 Drunk
06 Drunk 07 Drunk
07 Drunk 08 Drunk
08 Drunk 09 Drunk
09 Drunk

288a-d Blood Alcohol Content (indicate if test is pending)
00 No test Conducted
01 Breath
02 Blood

289a-d Blood Type of Test Conducted (Record 1 per person and describe in narrative)
00 No test Conducted
01 Urine
02 Blood

290 Blood Alcohol Content
00 No test Conducted
01 Breath
02 Blood

291a-d Driver/Pedestrian Distraction (Record 1 per vehicle and describe in narrative)
00 Unknown
01 Talking on Cell Phone
02 Texting on Cell Phone
03 Texting on Cell Phone (hand held)
04 Texting on Cell Phone (hands-free)
05 Using Personal Grooming Products
06 Using Personal Grooming Products
07 Using Personal Communication Technologies
08 Using Personal Grooming Products
09 Using Personal Grooming Products
10 Distracted by Passenger(s)
11 Being Disturbed by Passenger(s)
12 Overtaking
13 Slowing/Stopping
97 N/A

292a-d Vehicle Type: Government
00 Unknown
01 Passenger Auto
02 Motorcycle
03 Moped
04 Bicycle
05 Segway
06 Utility Vehicle
07 Minivan
08 Pick-Up Truck
09 Recreational Vehicle
10 Unmarked Police Car
11 Small Truck (2 axles, 6 tires)
12 Medium Truck (3 or more axles)
13 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
14 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
15 Unmarked Police Car
16 Fire Truck
17 Other Emergency Vehicle
18 Other...

293a-d Vehicle Type: Commercial
00 Unknown
01 Passenger Auto
02 Light Truck
03 Bus (Seats 9-15 people, including driver)
04 Bus (Seats 9-15 people, including driver)
05 Single-Unit Truck (2 axles, 6 tires)
06 Single-Unit Truck (3 or more axles)
07 Truck/Trailer
08 Tractor-Semitrailer
09 Tractor-Semitrailer
10 Tractor-Semitrailer
11 Tractor-Semitrailer
12 Tractor-Semitrailer
13 Tractor-Semitrailer
14 Tractor-Semitrailer
15 Tractor-Semitrailer
16 Tractor-Semitrailer
17 Other Emergency Vehicle
18 Other...

294a-d Vehicle Type: Private
00 Unknown
01 Passenger Auto
02 Motorcycle
03 Moped
04 Bicycle
05 Segway
06 Utility Vehicle
07 Minivan
08 Pick-Up Truck
09 Recreational Vehicle
10 Unmarked Police Car
11 Small Truck (2 axles, 6 tires)
12 Medium Truck (3 or more axles)
13 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
14 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
15 Unmarked Police Car
16 Fire Truck
17 Other Emergency Vehicle
18 Other...

295a-d Driver Vision Obstructed
00 Unknown
01 Blind
02 Glasses
03 Sunglasses
04 Eye Glasses
05 Eyeglasses
06 Eyeglasses
07 Other...

296a-d Other Distraction
00 Unknown
01 Distracted by Passenger(s)
02 Distracted by Passenger(s)
03 Overtaking
04 Slowing/Stopping
05 Other...

297a-d Type of Distraction
00 Unknown
01 Talking on Cell Phone
02 Texting on Cell Phone
03 Texting on Cell Phone (hand held)
04 Texting on Cell Phone (hands-free)
05 Using Personal Grooming Products
06 Using Personal Grooming Products
07 Using Personal Communication Technologies
08 Using Personal Grooming Products
09 Using Personal Grooming Products
10 Distracted by Passenger(s)
11 Being Disturbed by Passenger(s)
12 Overtaking
13 Slowing/Stopping
97 N/A

298a-d Driver/Pedestrian Distraction
00 Unknown
01 Talking on Cell Phone
02 Texting on Cell Phone
03 Texting on Cell Phone (hand held)
04 Texting on Cell Phone (hands-free)
05 Using Personal Grooming Products
06 Using Personal Grooming Products
07 Using Personal Communication Technologies
08 Using Personal Grooming Products
09 Using Personal Grooming Products
10 Distracted by Passenger(s)
11 Being Disturbed by Passenger(s)
12 Overtaking
13 Slowing/Stopping
97 N/A

299a-d Vehicle Type: Private
00 Unknown
01 Passenger Auto
02 Motorcycle
03 Moped
04 Bicycle
05 Segway
06 Utility Vehicle
07 Minivan
08 Pick-Up Truck
09 Recreational Vehicle
10 Unmarked Police Car
11 Small Truck (2 axles, 6 tires)
12 Medium Truck (3 or more axles)
13 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
14 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
15 Unmarked Police Car
16 Fire Truck
17 Other Emergency Vehicle
18 Other...

300a-d Driver/Pedestrian Condition
00 Unknown
01 Fatigued
02 Drunk
03 Intoxicated
04 Asleep
05 Normal

301a-d Type of Distraction
00 Unknown
01 Talking on Cell Phone
02 Texting on Cell Phone
03 Texting on Cell Phone (hand held)
04 Texting on Cell Phone (hands-free)
05 Using Personal Grooming Products
06 Using Personal Grooming Products
07 Using Personal Communication Technologies
08 Using Personal Grooming Products
09 Using Personal Grooming Products
10 Distracted by Passenger(s)
11 Being Disturbed by Passenger(s)
12 Overtaking
13 Slowing/Stopping
97 N/A

302a-d Vehicle Type: Commercial
00 Unknown
01 Passenger Auto
02 Light Truck
03 Bus (Seats 9-15 people, including driver)
04 Bus (Seats 9-15 people, including driver)
05 Single-Unit Truck (2 axles, 6 tires)
06 Single-Unit Truck (3 or more axles)
07 Truck/Trailer
08 Tractor-Semitrailer
09 Tractor-Semitrailer
10 Tractor-Semitrailer
11 Tractor-Semitrailer
12 Tractor-Semitrailer
13 Tractor-Semitrailer
14 Tractor-Semitrailer
15 Tractor-Semitrailer
16 Tractor-Semitrailer
17 Other Emergency Vehicle
18 Other...

303a-d Vehicle Type: Government
00 Unknown
01 Passenger Auto
02 Motorcycle
03 Moped
04 Bicycle
05 Segway
06 Utility Vehicle
07 Minivan
08 Pick-Up Truck
09 Recreational Vehicle
10 Unmarked Police Car
11 Small Truck (2 axles, 6 tires)
12 Medium Truck (3 or more axles)
13 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
14 Heavy Truck (seats more than 15 people, including driver)
15 Unmarked Police Car
16 Fire Truck
17 Other Emergency Vehicle
18 Other...

304a-d Vehicle Type: Commercial
00 Unknown Heavy Truck, Unclassified, > 10,000 lb.
01 Passenger Auto (only if vehicle has HM Placard)
02 Light Truck (only if vehicle has HM Placard)
03 Bus (Seats 9-15 people, including driver)
04 Bus (Seats 9-15 people, including driver)
05 Single-Unit Truck (2 axles, 6 tires)
06 Single-Unit Truck (3 or more axles)
07 Truck/Trailer
08 Tractor-Semitrailer
09 Tractor-Semitrailer
10 Tractor-Semitrailer
11 Tractor-Semitrailer
12 Tractor-Semitrailer
13 Tractor-Semitrailer
14 Tractor-Semitrailer
15 Tractor-Semitrailer
16 Tractor-Semitrailer
17 Other Emergency Vehicle
18 Other...